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Gwent Music provides a complete range of music tuition and

music services which meet the needs and aspirations of all pupils,

educational establishments, and local communities.

The new Curriculum for Wales and the position of the Expressive

Arts promises an exciting turn in the position of the arts in Welsh

schools. We hope to be very much at the centre of plans to raise

the profile of the Expressive Arts as the curriculum content

develops.

We are committed to ensuring that every child in every authority

we serve, has the opportunity to:

• Experience learning a musical instrument

• Experience learning to sing

• Experience performing with others

• Have to opportunity to progress to excellence

Gwent Music is nationally recognised as one of the top music

services in the UK for standards achieved by pupils, individually and

collectively and the range of opportunities afforded to a wide range

of students.

Quality assurance and CPD

• Pupil Standards – quality of 

teaching and learning

• Regular monitoring of staff and 

feedback

• Professional dialogues with all staff

• Pupil progress levels 

• Public music examinations

• Annual pupil reports and teacher 

feedback

• Parents’ evenings / careers 

evenings / transition days

• Online instrumental support 

videos and resources

• Gwent ensemble selection

• National ensemble selection

Gwent Music offers

• Early years and foundation music

• SEN and music therapy

• Curriculum support and 

performance

• Vocal development

• Whole-class instrumental music 

• Large and small group tuition

• Individual tuition

• Rock, pop and urban music

• Student and staff wellbeing 

sessions

• Staff team building sessions

• Music centres

• County groups

• National ensembles



Whole-class projects

Delivered by our highly skilled musicians, these projects allow

children to experience learning the skills associated with mastering a

musical instrument, acquiring discipline- specific knowledge and skills,

listening, responding and creating music, and having the opportunity

to perform to an audience in school, or as part of a larger concert.

Weekly or termly sessions delivered through a variety of

programmes including strings (violin, cello), singing, wind (clarinet,

flute, melodica) world music (samba, taiko, gamelan, African

drumming) brass band (trumpet, trombone, tenor horn) ukulele,

keyboard and Celtic.

The standard session includes:

• 45 minutes duration, plus 15 minute set up

• One staff member

• All resources and materials

• Celebration concert at the conclusion of the projectEarly years & foundation music

Our foundation programme is delivered in nursery settings and key

stage one in schools, and offers extra curricular opportunities to

experience music, developing their discipline specific skills through

creative and purposeful play.

The programme introduces children in infant schools to the core

music concepts that will lay the foundation for playing a musical

instrument – dynamics, pitch, tempo, timbre and sound duration.

It develops children’s knowledge of music, culminating in the ability to

read music and play an instrument. Children in foundation phase will

be introduced to a variety of music, from Wales’ rich cultural

heritage, western classical music and music from around the world.

It also supports children’s physical development and coordination

using action songs, dance and musical games and fosters children’s

literacy and communication skills through stories and cooperative

music making.



Special Educational Needs (SEN)

Music therapy delivered by qualified therapists in school

settings, SEN units, specialist referral centres and other

venues. As well as impacting on those identified as needing

support, we also work closely with schools to provide

intervention for students not engaging in education,

developing bespoke sessions that will provide a catalyst for

positive behaviours.

Group sessions can be accessed on a range of instruments

delivered by experienced special needs staff who will identify

the most appropriate instrument for the pupil. These can be

developed into individual lessons when appropriate.

Individual and small group therapy sessions are available for

those who would benefit from a more therapeutic

approach.

Curriculum support and collaboration

Gwent Music is able to support music specialists and non-music specialist

staff who are responsible for the delivery of the Expressive Arts and Music.

Our music practitioners and Arts Champions can not only support

learners and teachers in accessing higher level skill acquisition, but also

facilitate bespoke enrichment experiences and workshops, both in and out

of a school setting. This approach can be beneficial to schools whether

adopting an Interdisciplinary or Integrated approach to delivering the

Expressive Arts.

Gwent Music can arrange and help facilitate partnership with external

providers, organising and supporting and working towards exciting musical

performances within school settings, local theatres and concert halls.

Curriculum recitals from our team of staff. A way to enlighten and inspire

current learners or as a focus for a theme, this bespoke mini concert can

be by talented students or Gwent Music staff. These workshops can also

bring to life current GCSE and A Level music set works and add another

dimension to learning.



Vocal development

Vocal opportunities is a programme which works with whole

classes at Key Stage 1 to 3 to develop and improve singing,

as well teaching musical skills such as rhythm and simple

pitch notation.

It can be delivered through a short 6 week programme or

longer according to the needs of the school. It can also form

the focus for cluster transition activities and culminate in a

performance at the relevant comprehensive or showcase

concert.

Vocal development can also be offered in small group tuition

as with other disciplines.

Choral opportunities outside the school setting include our

Youth Choir, Singing School, Adult Community Choirs, and

staff choirs and team building for schools.

Transition projects

These projects are highly successful in forging strong links

within clusters, parents and communities. They are bespoke

in nature, very much targeting the requirement of individual

areas and schools.

Most conclude in a sharing experience, which can take the

form of a concert, workshop or festival and bring together

parents and community. Input from our creative music

experts will develop and broaden the learners’ depth of

experience.

Examples of the type of projects available:

Instrumental, Choral, Drumming, Compositional, Rock and

Pop, Urban (beat boxing, rapping) World Music and Celtic.

Commissioned arrangements of music can be created,

backing tracks are recorded for cluster choirs, CDs

produced for parents.



Small & large group tuition

Following on from our whole class programme, pupils can continue

with a large group lesson which builds on the fundamental approaches

introduced in the class setting. Learning is slightly more formal with

more focus on note learning and the technical aspects of learning an

instrument.

Tutors can be flexible with group size at this level whilst still looking

out for those that would benefit from differentiation. This style of

lesson allows pupils to continue and develop whilst keeping the cost

for parents down.

Small group tuition is our most popular form of delivery. Where

possible pupils are of the same level and instrument, however some

degree of differentiation in the lesson is built in, and where necessary

groupings of different types of instruments are possible.

Individual tuition

We offer high quality individual tuition in a range of styles and

genres. As with all of our lessons, standards are outstanding and

delivered by trained DBS cleared instrumental tutors. Tuition is

offered on a range of instruments: vocal, strings, brass, woodwind,

keyboard / piano, guitar, music therapy and percussion.

Gwent Music has established an outstanding reputation for the

quality of its instrumental and vocal teaching with a high

percentage of pupils within the four authorities accessing this

provision.

Individual lessons are managed through Gwent Music, with

payment for this made online via our website. Lessons are based

on 34 weeks over the academic year although additional lessons

may be requested.



Wellbeing, live performance & career 

opportunities

Wellbeing sessions for staff, either incorporating a live

staff band, junk drumming, ukulele, or singing, workshops,

or a bespoke concert.

In addition to engaging and motivating learners and

encouraging them to develop, there is an opportunity to

talk with professional artists about the music industry as a

career, looking at every aspect from event management,

production, sound and lighting, technical work, marketing

to song writing and performance.

Our musicians can offer skills-based workshops or

demonstrations allowing both teachers and students to

expand their knowledge about the creative industries in

Wales.

Rock, Pop and Urban Music

As well as traditional lessons in a school setting we offer a more informal

type of learning. There are ‘Jam-Pods’ installed in a number of locations

within the four authorities that offer a less formal style of learning for those

who are inspired by rock and pop music.

Beatboxing, rapping and DJ-ing sessions delivered by experienced teachers

that impact on both creativity and literacy, and are an effective goal for

encouraging students to improve engagement and attendance.

We encourage our students to sit exams through the Trinity College London

- Rock and Pop syllabus this in turn links into the National Qualifications

Framework

During holidays we also offer the opportunity for ready formed bands

coaching and produce a CD, or for those looking for other band members to

come together for a 3 day intensive course called Build-a-Band.



Gwent Youth Ensembles have a national and

international reputation for excellence. Many have gained

awards in the most prestigious youth music festivals and

competitions across the world. Membership is by invitation.

• Gwent Youth Orchestra

• Gwent Youth Brass Band

• Gwent Youth Wind Orchestra

• Gwent Youth Jazz Orchestra

• Gwent Youth Choir

• Gwent Youth Strings

• Gwent Youth Percussion Ensemble

• Gwent Youth Brass Ensemble

• Sŵn Celtaidd (Celtic ensemble)

Music Centres meet weekly at a range of venues across the four

unitary authorities. There are numerous opportunities to rehearse

and perform and all levels of attainment are catered for in a wide

range of ensembles in genres ranging from rock and pop, world music

and classical.

For most students, learning to play an instrument becomes a lot

more fun when you play together with others to make music. Joining

a music centre helps to broaden the social network, and rehearsals

become a social occasion as well as a musical one. Playing together

with others really helps pupil motivation.

Membership is open to everyone who plays an instrument regardless

of whether they learn with a Gwent Music tutor or privately.

Further details of the full range of groups are available at

www.gwentmusic.co.uk/musiccentre
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